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Let A be a closed, densely defined operator in a Banach space X. There are several definitions of the "essential" spectrum of A (cf.
[l], [2] ). According to Wolf [3] , [4] it is the complement in the complex plane of the $-set of A. The $-set $A of A is the set of points X for which (a) a(A -X), the dimension of the null space of A -X, is finite (b) R(A -X), the range of A -X, is closed (c) p(A •-X), the codimension of R(^4 -X), is finite. We denote the essential spectrum according to this definition by dew{A). The set cr em (A) f as defined in [l] , [2] is obtained by adding to <r e w(A) those points X for which a(A -X) 9^^{A -X). It is the largest subset of <r(A) which remains invariant under compact perturbations. Finally, to obtain the set a eb (A), which is the essential spectrum according to Browder [5] , we add to a em {A) those points of cr(A) which are not isolated.
Interest We shall apply Theorem 1 to the situation of an elliptic operator perturbed by a potential. Let Let A be a densely defined linear operator in a Hubert space H. According to Kato [8] it is called regularly accretive if there is a bi-
Re a is closed, and there is a constant Y>0 such that One can show easily that the bilinear form corresponding to a regularly accretive operator is unique. Let A be a regularly accretive extension of an operator A 0 . We shall call A minimal if for any regularly accretive extension A' of A 0 we have '{u, v) = a(u, v), u, v£:D(a) , where a and a' are the bilinear forms corresponding to A and A'', respectively.
The following theorem is basic in our study and answers a question raised by Kato [8] . THEOREM 
Let A 0 be a densely defined linear operator in H. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that A$ have a regularly accretive extension is that
holds for some constant y > 0. Moreover, there is a minimal extension which satisfies (7) with the same constant y.
Returning to our operator A (x, D) we wish to determine conditions on a function q(x) so that A 0 +q+\
has a regularly accretive extension. We formulate our conditions in terms of the following expressions (compare [lO] ). We define
We let M a ,p be the set of functions q for which M a , P (q) < °°. In the next two theorems we consider the perturbation of A (x, D) by another operator of the same form
We assume that D»(Cp V u)ÇzL* for UÇZCQ and let C 0 denote the operator C(x, D) with domain CQ. We let Af_»,2 denote the set of essentially bounded functions and take a to satisfy 2r-n -2<a<2r -n. We make two sets of assumptions HI. (a) (Re C^-GAfo^w,! for|/i|*r, (Re C MM )-= 0 for |p| =r 
